Fire Sets Description

The Fire Set series are wireless field deployable, remote controlled devices that are used to capture personnel movement in military training exercises and security applications. Up to 8 “remotes” (not shown) can be armed, disarmed or fired via this Remote Controller. External pyrotechnics or larger strobes and sirens can be connected to the remotes (see Stay-Behind and Initiator data sheets).

Remote Controller Functions

- Remotely controls up to 8, any combination of, Stay Behind-RCs or Initiator-RCs (remotes).
- Remotes can be armed or disarmed all at once or individually
- Remotes can be fired all at once or individually
- On line and armed status indicators for all remotes deployed and powered up.

Note– Only one Remote Controller can be assigned to any combination of up to 8 remotes (Stay Behind-RCs or Initiator-RCs). Multiple Remote Controllers operating one set of remotes is not an option at this time.

Includes

- Handheld Remote Controller
- AC charger / adaptor

Warranty

1 year parts and labor. Made in USA